
Four Food Chiefs GatheringFour Food Chiefs Gathering

NOVEMBER  2 ,  2021  -  DAY  1

9:30 AM - Opening
Prayer, Welcome, Opening Remarks

9:30 AM
Child and Family Workshop (30 mins)

Followed by group discussions/questions.

1:00 PM

12:00 PM - Lunch
Check out the information booths, door prize draws.

3:30 PM - Closing
Closing Remarks and Prayer

www.okanagannation.com

PENTICTON  TRADE  AND  CONVENTION  CENTRE

10:00 AM
 Tour: kł cp̓əlk̓ stim̓ Lab 

 
The kł cp̓əlk̓ stim̓ Lab provides critical information and

data on the effectiveness and impact of animal

management decisions, and the health of the 

animals and fish in the Nation. 

 

Come tour the facility and learn and see how biologists

determine Chronic Wasting Disease (that effects deer,

elk and moose) and Fish Disease. Our Biologists will

demonstrate how to dissect these diseases and how to

identify these issues..

2:30 PM
Syilx Knowledge Circle

 
Do you want to be a part of a dialogue on Syilx

responsibility of protecting and sharing knowledge? It is

what Syilx peoples have done from time immemorial –

gathered, stored, protected and shared their knowledge.

1:00 PM
kn̓ mrim̓st Break Out Sessions

 
Break out sessions to discuss more in depth how we can

move towards utilizing traditional wellness as a common

practice within the Nation.

11:15 AM
kn̓ mrim̓st Panel

 
Cultural practices and traditions serve many purposes.

This panel will look at what traditional wellness is to them

and how they are practicing it this includes Syilx

practices, and land based healing. The presentation will

be followed by group sessions in the afternoon. 

10:00 AM

Syilx Baby 101
 

Everything you’ve ever wanted to ask about traditional

childbirth, child raising and having babies but didn’t know

who to ask.  Our group of local experts and knowledge

keepers will share information, answer your questions and

offer insights.

Did you know? 

The hatchery sockeye fry are tested in our own laboratory to

ensure they are free of viruses before they are released.

Tour: suxʷtxtem Syilx Forestry Standards
 

Syilx people have managed and cared for wildlife and

wildlife habitat since time immemorial and have a

continuing responsibility to future generations to provide

for and sustain wildlife within Okanagan Nation territory.
 

Our wildlife biologists and technicians work to develop,

manage, and implement projects and activities that study

and benefit wildlife and wildlife habitats, and

consequently help to support our people that enjoy and

depend on wildlife resources for food, spiritual, and

cultural purposes.
 

Join our Natural Resources team & knowledge keepers in

the field to gain insights into the work of Syilx forestry

management, mitigation, and recovery. 

Please Note: Workshops will be offered virtually, but the video and sound may be lower quality due to technical difficulties of the location.



Four Food Chiefs GatheringFour Food Chiefs Gathering

NOVEMBER  3 ,  2021  -  DAY  2

9:30 AM - Opening

Prayer, Welcome, Opening Remarks

9:30 AM
Child and Family Workshop (30 mins)

Followed by group discussions/questions.

3:30 PM - Closing
Closing Remarks and Prayer

www.okanagannation.com

PENTICTON  TRADE  AND  CONVENTION  CENTRE

10:00 AM
Emergency Preparedness Management

 
Panel discussion highlighting awareness of emergency

preparedness. As Syilx people, we are always planning for the

people to come. This panel will discuss the potential

emergencies we face each year including droughts, floods,

wildfires, and mental health.
 

This panel will be followed by breakout group sessions for

discussions on how we as Syilx people can best prepare for

the emergencies that come our way.
 

10:00 AM
Tour: səxʷtxətnitkʷ - Water Protectors

 
Water centric planning has been a long standing concept

that Syilx people continue to practice as fundamental

guiding principles.
 

We will be discussing Environmental Flow Needs (EFNs) for

water management in Okanagan streams. EFNs establish

suitable fish habitat is measured in relation to stream flows

to develop a stream specific relationship between flows and

habitat.
 

Join our tour at Shingle Creek to learn more about this

project and become a səxʷtxətnitkʷ!

1:00 PM
Tour: Sun-Oka Beach Park Story Trail

 
The Story Trail will include three main themes: connecting

the park’s land and resources with Syilx Nation history,

uses, and cultural-heritage resources; illustrating

protection of the unique and endangered flora and fauna

found in the park.

 

Join Inez Pierre and Eva Antonijevic, ONA Natural

Resources Researcher, on a walk through the Sun-Oka

Beach trails as they discuss the species at risk and local

family history. 

1:00 PM
Syilx Child and Family Plan

 
Building on the groundwork laid by our cultural values, guidance

provided by both the community, and best practices in

Indigenous family wellness, a model has emerged that will allow

us to exercise jurisdiction over our children and families. 

2:00 PM
Let's Talk About Food

 
Panel discussion about food security, systems, and

sovereignty for the Syilx people and those yet to come. We

will be discussing the projects within ONA to protect our food

and with Syilx peoples.

12:00 PM - Lunch
Lunch Followed by Door Prizes & Columbia River Salmon Presentation

Please Note: Workshops will be offered virtually, but the video and sound may be lower quality due to technical difficulties of the location.


